New England Climate Colloquium presents:

Climate Change Impacts in the Northeastern U.S.

February 1 - 3:35 pm
Radley Horton, Columbia University
“Some Activities in Support of the 2013 National Climate Assessment, Northeast Region”

February 15 - 3:35 pm
Anthony D’Amato, University of Minnesota
"Looking back to inform the future: Retrospective assessments of adaptation and mitigation strategies for forest ecosystems in the upper Lake States and New England"

February 29 - 3:35 pm
Melissa Cook, College of Menominee Nation
"Shifting Seasons: Tribal Communities Fostering Resiliency to Climate Change"

March 14 - 3:35 pm
Linda Deeghan, Marine Biological Laboratory
"Trouble on the edge: Coastal ecosystems in a changing world"

April 4 - 3:35 pm
Frank R. Thompson III, USDA Forest Service Northern Research Station, Columbia, MO
"Linking ecosystem, landscape, wildlife, and climate models to predict changes to central hardwood landscapes and wildlife"

April 18 - 3:35 pm
David Liebl, University of Wisconsin
"Stakeholder Participation for Climate Adaptation - the Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change Impacts"

Sign into the webinars at:
www.neclimate.org

All are welcome.
For more information contact: aholland@geo.umass.edu